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Culturally Responsive
Pyramid Model Practices

What is Disproportionality?

Disproportionality occurs when one group is
overrepresented or underrepresented in a
particular situation or category, compared the
percentage of that group in the general
population (Coutinho, 2006).

Disproportionate Number of Black Preschoolers
Suspended

African Americans are only 18% of Preschool
Population, yet 48% of Suspensions
United States Department of Education , 2014
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Gender and Race
U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights 1 Civil Rights Data Collection: Data Snapshot (School Discipline, 2014

Boys Suspended:
• 20% of Black male students
• 13% of Native American male students
Compared to:
• 6% of white male students.
Girls Suspended:
• 12% Black female students
• 7% American Indian and Native-Alaskan female
students
Compared to:
• 2% White female students

Racial Disproportionality in Discipline
U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights 1 Civil Rights Data Collection: Data Snapshot (School Discipline, 2014

Black children make up only 18
percent of children enrolled in
preschool programs, they comprise 48
percent of the students suspended
more than once.

Over all, Black students
are three and a half
times more likely to be
suspended or expelled
than their White peers
(Lewin, 2012).

• Black children are punished
much more severely for minor
offences.

• They are referred to the office
more often than White
students and for more
subjective reasons such has
defiance and non-compliance
(Skiba, 2000).
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Ability
U.S. Department of Education Office for Civil Rights 1 Civil Rights Data Collection: Data Snapshot (School Discipline, 2014

• Students with disabilities are more than twice as
likely to be suspended
• 13% of students with disabilities are suspended
compared to 6% of students without disabilities
• More than 1 out of 4 boys of color with
disabilities suspended
• Nearly 1 in 5 girls of color with disabilities
suspended

Why Does This Happen??

IMPLICIT BIAS

• Implicit bias is the mental process resulting in
feelings and attitudes about people based race,
age and appearance.
• It is an unconscious process and we are not
consciously aware of the negative racial biases
that develop over the course of our lifetime.
• Implicit bias supports stereotypes such as Black
males dangerous.
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Implicit Bias
Hidden

Less
Egalitarian

Selfreinforcing

•Implicit racial bias resides in our “unconscious
mind,” the part of the brain that many
researchers believe is beyond our direct control
•Unconscious attitudes are less egalitarian than
what we explicitly think about race

•Our refusal to talk about and confront issues of
race reinforces implicit racial bias
Tom Rudd, Kirwan Institute for the
Study of Race and Ethnicity

Kirwan Institute Research
• Implicit racial bias is one of the critical factors
that promote racial and ethnic inequality in
American society.
• It is important to understanding the causes of
implicit racial bias and intentionally work to bring it
to the conscious level in order to mitigate the
negative consequences
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Let’s Reflect on Ourselves

Addressing Our Own Biases

This is a self-reflective process. “Because
there are no quick and simple solutions, no
single program or packaged intervention to
train teachers to teach culturally diverse
students, the issue of reflection becomes
critically important. Any attempt to generate
“tricks of the trade” must be avoided
because of the complexity of the issue and
because of the individual needs, motivations,
experiences, and abilities of children of
color.”
From: Irvine & Armento (2001). Culturally Responsive Teaching: Lesson Planning for Elementary and Middle Grades. New York, New York: The
McGraw Hill Companies, Inc.

Let’s Play GUESS WHO?
•
•
•
•

Groups of 3 or 4
Two Players
One or Two Recorders
1st Player: Choose a person, hold them in your
mind and don’t tell anyone.
• 2nd Player: Try to guess which person was
chosen. Ask questions that can only be
answered yes or no.
• Recorders: Write down description words
used by the players.
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Let’s Play
Guess Who:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R
G6cVIDneis
Let’s Not Talk About Race:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U
O1PcovTk90

Why Don’t We Want to Talk About Race?
“We have become so politically correct
that we don’t know what to say and
when to say it. We don’t know what to
say to anyone anymore.”
Lee Jones, Florida State University.

(Omi and Winant, 2002).

• Saying “We’re all the same”, or “I
don’t see color” fails to acknowledge
difference others experience (Harries,
2014).

Let’s Pretend it doesn’t exist!

• Racial Etiquette: Not polite to discuss
that which makes us uncomfortable
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D9Ihs241zeg

CULTURAL DISCONNECTS
BETWEEN CHILDREN AND TEACHERS
OFTEN LEAD TO DEFICIT THINKING
AND CRIMINALIZING TYPICAL
BEHAVIORS OF AFRICAN AMERICAN
CHILDREN
(NOGUERA, 2008).
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Cultural Disconnects

What is Culture?

Culture:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The way we live
Values, mores, customs
Behavioral expectations
Belief Systems
Communication styles
Traditions that are shared and
passed between generations

Viewing the child through this cultural context provides
an understanding of the child and the factors that
influence behaviors
(Gay, Geneva 2010. Culturally Responsive Teaching)
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Elements: Of Culture At School

The Culture that
Already Exists

The Culture
We Bring

The Culture
That is Created

We must be aware of our own cultural framework and context
Kozleski, (2010). Culturally Responsive Teaching Matters! Equity Alliance

The Cultural Background We Bring With Us:

Cultural
Practices

Beliefs and
perceptions

Personal Identities

Kozleski, Elizabeth (2010). Culturally Responsive Teaching Matters! Equity
Alliance

Iceberg Theory of Culture
Beyond Culture, Edward T. Hall, 1976
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The Iceberg

Beyond Culture, Edward T. Hall, 1976

The Surface: What we see:
• Dress
• Music
• Food

At the Line: Hidden Rules
Sometimes Discussed:
concepts of time,
personal space,
rules of conduct,
facial expressions,
nonverbal communication

Culturally Responsive Practices

•
•
•
•
•

Under the Surface: Unseen
and rarely discussed:
• Habits & assumptions,
• understandings, values,
judgments
• nature of friendships,
• tone of voice,
• attitude toward elders,
• concept of cleanliness,
• patterns of group decisionmaking,
• preference for competition or
cooperation,
• problem-solving

7 Principles of Culturally
Responsive Practices
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication of High Expectations
Active Learning and Teaching Methods
Student strengths are Identified and Nurtured
Inclusion of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
teaching strategies
Cultural Sensitivity
Supportive Learning Environment Reflecting the
Cultures of all Children
Small Group Instruction

Adapted From: Ladson-Billings (1994). The Dreamkeepers: Successful Teachers of African American
Children. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers

Principle One
“Kids get it, that we get
them”

Gary Howard, 7 Principles of Culturally Responsive Teaching. You Tube

Principle One:
Students are honored in their
cultural connections
• The children are represented in:
– Content
– Stories
– People
– Examples
– Inclusion
– Kids feel honored recognized and
seen
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Principle Two
“Kids get it, that we like
them”

Gary Howard, 7 Principles of Culturally Responsive Teaching. You Tube

Principle 2
Teachers are personally
culturally inviting
– Kids understand that we
enjoy them and enjoy being
with them
– There are personal
connections to each student
– Teachers develop personal,
meaningful and positive
relationships with each child

Gary Howard, 7 Principles of Culturally Responsive Teaching. You Tube

Principle Three

Principle 3

“School looks like me”

• Classroom is physically and
culturally inviting
– Children see themselves in the
classroom
– Pictures, books, games, reflect
the culture of the children
– The classroom is attractively
displayed with learning

Gary Howard, 7 Principles of Culturally Responsive Teaching. You Tube

Principle Four
“Catch kids being good”

Principle 4
Children’s development and
efforts are reinforced
– Teachers see children from
a strength-based lens
– Teachers look for and
acknowledge the positive
behaviors of children
– Children are perceived as
smart and capable
learners
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Principle Five
“Singing in harmony
with the kids song”

Principle Six
“Respect begins with
the teacher”

Gary Howard, 7 Principles of Culturally Responsive Teaching. You Tube

Principle 5
Adjusting instructional
strategies to meet the
needs of unique learning
and cultural styles of the
children
• Accommodating who
the kids are

Gary Howard, 7 Principles of Culturally Responsive Teaching. You Tube

Principle 6
Classroom management is caring
and consistent
– Children are intentionally taught
culturally appropriate prosocial
skills
– Children are taught classroom
expectations
– Rules are clear, implemented
consistently, and reinforced
regularly
– Guidance is instructive, not
punitive

Gary Howard, 7 Principles of Culturally Responsive Teaching. You Tube

Principle Seven
“Student-Centered
Learning”

Principle Seven:
Instruction is individual as well
collective
• Cooperation skills are
promoted
• Individual development is
supported
• Peer-to-peer teaching and
learning takes place
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Using the Inventory of Practices

Let’s Do This!
Using the Inventory of Practices

Let’s Do This!
Embedding Culturally Responsive
Practices into the Daily Routine

Culturally Responsive Teaching is…
The FILTER through
which teachers
LISTEN to how
children express their
needs and desires
The LENS through
which teachers SEE
Children and their
learning.

The WAY in which
teachers INTERACT
with children using
curricular materials,
and making
educational decisions

Culturally
Responsive
Practices
Source: Anonymous

39
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Where Are You in
your journey to
becoming culturally
responsive?

LOVE HAS NO LABELS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PnDgZuGIhHs
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